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Background: Tuberculosis remains a global health threat, and the World 
Health Organization reports a limited reduction in disease incidence rates, 
including both new and relapse cases. Therefore, studies targeting tuberculosis 
transmission chains and recurrent episodes are crucial for developing the 
most effective control measures. Herein, multiple tuberculosis clusters were 
retrospectively investigated by integrating patients’ epidemiological and clinical 
information with median-joining networks recreated based on whole genome 
sequencing (WGS) data of Mycobacterium tuberculosis isolates.

Methods: Epidemiologically linked tuberculosis patient clusters were identified 
during the source case investigation for pediatric tuberculosis patients. Only 
M. tuberculosis isolate DNA samples with previously determined spoligotypes 
identical within clusters were subjected to WGS and further median-joining 
network recreation. Relevant clinical and epidemiological data were obtained 
from patient medical records.

Results: We investigated 18 clusters comprising 100 active tuberculosis patients 
29 of whom were children at the time of diagnosis; nine patients experienced 
recurrent episodes. M. tuberculosis isolates of studied clusters belonged to 
Lineages 2 (sub-lineage 2.2.1) and 4 (sub-lineages 4.3.3, 4.1.2.1, 4.8, and 4.2.1), 
while sub-lineage 4.3.3 (LAM) was the most abundant. Isolates of six clusters 
were drug-resistant. Within clusters, the maximum genetic distance between 
closely related isolates was only 5–11 single nucleotide variants (SNVs). Recreated 
median-joining networks, integrated with patients’ diagnoses, specimen 
collection dates, sputum smear microscopy, and epidemiological investigation 
results indicated transmission directions within clusters and long periods of 
latent infection. It also facilitated the identification of potential infection sources 
for pediatric patients and recurrent active tuberculosis episodes refuting the 
reactivation possibility despite the small genetic distance of ≤5 SNVs between 
isolates. However, unidentified active tuberculosis cases within the cluster, the 
variable mycobacterial mutation rate in dormant and active states, and low M. 
tuberculosis genetic variability inferred precise transmission chain delineation. 
In some cases, heterozygous SNVs with an allelic frequency of 10–73% proved 
valuable in identifying direct transmission events.
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Conclusion: The complex approach of integrating tuberculosis cluster WGS-
data-based median-joining networks with relevant epidemiological and 
clinical data proved valuable in delineating epidemiologically linked patient 
transmission chains and deciphering causes of recurrent tuberculosis episodes 
within clusters.
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1 Introduction

Tuberculosis (TB) is an infectious disease caused by the 
Mycobacterium tuberculosis (Mtb) complex belonging mycobacteria. 
It is still a devastating public health threat worldwide, and the second 
leading cause of death from a single infectious agent, after coronavirus 
disease COVID-19. According to the World Health Organization 
(WHO), 7.5 million people were newly diagnosed with active TB in 
2022, which is the highest single-year number since the onset of the 
WHO TB monitoring program nearly two decades ago, and it reflected 
the global recovery in access to healthcare providers which was 
disrupted during the two-year COVID-19 pandemic (1). The 
reduction of TB incidence rate, including both new and recurrent 
cases, is one of the main WHO End TB Strategy objectives; however, 
the incidence rate reduction of only 8.7% in the period 2015–2022 was 
documented, while the End TB defined milestone was a 50% reduction 
by 2025 (1, 2). Therefore, it is crucial to understand TB transmission 
patterns and dynamics in countries with different-level incidence 
rates, precisely track the transmission chains, decipher recurrent TB 
causes, and define host- and pathogen-related contributing factors for 
transmission and recurrence events to achieve adequate disease 
management. This knowledge is particularly important for drug-
resistant TB case control since it appears that drug resistance is more 
likely to be  transmitted than acquired (3). Thus, in-depth 
characterization of TB clusters and recurrent TB cases by using 
epidemiological and clinical data combined with Mtb isolate 
molecular analysis is highly important.

Contact investigation is a systematic non-molecular 
epidemiological approach to studying TB transmission, which is an 
important component of TB control programs in low-incidence 
countries. It is centered on an index patient—the initial new or 
recurrent TB case—and is aimed at identifying yet undiagnosed active 
TB cases and individuals harboring latent Mtb infection. Notably, an 
index patient is not necessarily a source case, who transmitted TB 
infection to one or more individuals (4–6). An opposite process—
reverse contact investigation, also known as source case investigation, 
—is often conducted mostly to identify a source case for a TB-infected 
child (6, 7). However, established epidemiological links need to 
be complemented by molecular Mtb typing results demonstrating that 
Mtb isolates obtained from these patients share the same genotyping 
pattern. If both conditions are met, TB cases are considered to 
be  involved in the same TB transmission chain also commonly 
referred to as “TB cluster” (8).

Conventional genotyping methods, such as mycobacterial 
interspersed repetitive unit-variable number of tandem repeat 
(MIRU-VNTR), insertion sequence 6110 restriction fragment length 

polymorphism (RFLP), and spoligotyping, have been successfully 
applied for this purpose for decades (9–12). Unfortunately, these 
methods lack sufficient discriminative power to confirm recent 
person-to-person transmission or distinguish remotely related Mtb 
strains belonging to the same genotype, which can lead to false 
clustering (13). These genotyping methods were also used to 
determine the causes of recurrent TB episodes (14–17). TB recurrence 
is caused by either endogenous reactivation of previously acquired 
Mtb infection, or exogenous reinfection with a new Mtb strain (18). 
As in TB cluster investigation, the application of any conventional 
genotyping method for recurrent TB case analysis also has limitations 
and is only helpful in distinguishing reinfection with Mtb strain of 
distinct genotype.

Whole genome sequencing (WGS) of Mtb has demonstrated a 
higher resolution when investigating TB transmission chains (13, 
19–22) and recurrent TB episodes (23–25) than conventional 
genotyping methods. The application of WGS allows the detection of 
differing single nucleotide variants (SNVs) and therefore  - the 
measurement of genetic relatedness between studied Mtb isolates. 
Moreover, the pattern of SNV accumulation is thought to indicate the 
direction of TB transmission within clusters (19, 26). Currently, the 
thresholds of pairwise SNV distances between isolates are widely used 
for identifying the epidemiologically relevant TB clusters (≤12 SNVs), 
inferring recent transmission events (≤5 SNVs) (19–21, 26–28), and 
distinguishing endogenous reactivation (≤5 up to 12 SNVs) from 
exogenous reinfection (≥100 SNVs) (23–25, 29, 30). Although 
thresholds suggested for the cause determination of recurrent TB 
cases mostly corresponded with the results of different conventional 
genotyping methods, inconclusive recurrent TB cases when SNV 
distances between Mtb isolates laid between the defined thresholds 
(<100 SNVs) were also reported and classified as reinfections (25, 31). 
Furthermore, results of recently conducted studies also demonstrated, 
that analyzing pairwise SNV distances to determine the cause of 
recurrent TB episodes is insufficient to recognize reinfection with 
closely related Mtb strain. This observation is particularly important 
in the case of recurrent TB patients who have been involved in local 
TB transmission chains with epidemiologically closely linked 
individuals (32–34).

Latvia, a Baltic state in Northern Europe, is a low-moderate TB 
incidence country, however, it is one of the WHO priority countries 
in the European region due to relatively high drug-resistant TB 
prevalence (35). In 2022, a total number of 350 new and recurrent TB 
cases was reported (19 per 100,000 population) and 39 (11.1%) of 
them were multidrug- (MDR) or rifampicin-resistant (36). The 
widespread MDR and pre-extensively drug-resistant (pre-XDR) Mtb 
strains have been a significant concern for Latvian healthcare 
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authorities for decades now, and numerous Mtb genotypes mostly 
belonging to the Lineages 2 and 4 were identified among both drug-
resistant and susceptible isolates acquired from TB patients in various 
studies, emphasizing the TB as a major health threat for Latvian 
population (37–40).

In the present study, we recreated median-joining networks of 
multiple TB clusters based on the differing SNVs between Mtb isolates 
and interpreted them using previously conducted epidemiological 
investigation results and relevant clinical data to (1) verify if the 
known index case was also the initial source case; (2) identify the 
source cases for pediatric TB patients involved in studied clusters and 
compare acquired results with epidemiological data; (3) determine the 
causes of recurrent TB cases within clusters; (4) identify contributing 
and interfering factors for transmission chain delineation in the 
studied sample set. In addition, we also analyzed the genetic diversity 
of Mtb strains within clusters and between all Mtb isolates belonging 
to the same genotype and described the SNV accumulation pattern by 
comparing SNV profiles of closely related Mtb strains.

2 Materials and methods

2.1 Study population

In this study, we retrospectively investigated previously defined 
epidemiologically linked and Mtb-isolate-genotype-matched TB 
patient clusters that were first discovered during the source case 
investigation conducted for pediatric TB patients, who were 
diagnosed in 2003–2016 and had culture-confirmed TB disease. 
Herein, we used the terms “child” or “pediatric” in reference to 
those studied patients who were diagnosed with active TB when 
they were under 18 years old, while pediatric patients from 13 years 
old were also referred to as “adolescents” (41). Surveillance of these 
TB clusters, contact tracing, and conventional Mtb isolate 
genotyping of all active TB cases potentially involved in these 
transmission chains were conducted until the end of 2019. All 
clusters consisted of both pediatric and adult active TB patients. 
Patients involved in this study were admitted to the Riga East 
University Hospital’s Centre of Tuberculosis and Lung Diseases, the 
nationwide TB diagnostics and treatment center, Daugavpils 
Regional Hospital, Liepaja Regional Hospital, or Rezekne Hospital 
depending on the patient’s place of residence and were diagnosed 
with active TB disease in the period 2002–2019.

Active TB cases epidemiologically linked to pediatric TB patients 
were classified according to the degree of exposure as recommended 
previously (4): (1) individuals who shared the same household with a 
potential source of infection were classified as close household 
contacts; (2) individuals, who had regular, prolonged contact with a 
potential source of infection but did not live in the same household, 
for instance, relatives, neighbors, close friends, and classmates, were 
classified as close nonhousehold contacts; (3) individuals, who spent 
less time with a potential source of infection, for instance, school staff, 
passengers regularly using the same public transport, and 
acquaintances, were classified as casual contacts. Patient medical 
records were studied retrospectively to define the geographical 
distribution of each TB cluster and to collect clinical data on studied 
TB patients’ biological sex, diagnosis, age at the time of diagnosis, 
sputum smear microscopy results, specimen collection date for 

mycobacterial isolation, phenotypic drug susceptibility testing (pDST) 
results, and epidemiological links between patients within clusters.

We confirm that all experimental protocols were approved by the 
Riga Stradiņš University Research Ethics Committee (Nr. 6-1/06/12; 
28.05.2020), the Centre for Disease Prevention and Control of Latvia 
(Nr.14; 22.07.2020), and the Science Department of Riga East 
University Hospital (Nr. ZD/08-06/01–20/215; 10.09.2020). Written 
informed consent was waived by the Riga Stradiņš University Research 
Ethics Committee due to the retrospective nature of this study as only 
previously acquired mycobacterial DNA samples and patients’ medical 
records were investigated in this study. We  can confirm that all 
methods were carried out following relevant guidelines and 
regulations in the Declaration of Helsinki.

2.2 Geospatial analysis

Data regarding the cities, parishes, and municipalities of clustered 
patient residence addresses and documented locations where physical 
contact occurred between these individuals, for instance, educational 
institutions, were obtained from patients’ medical records. The 
geospatial distribution of each cluster was visualized in Tableau 
Desktop software (v2023.3.0). Standard calibration was applied for five 
points (Riga (C), Liepaja (D), Tukums (L), Salaspils (P), and Ventspils 
(I)), and custom calibration was used for other locations.

2.3 Phenotypic drug susceptibility testing, 
mycobacterial DNA extraction, and 
spoligotyping

Mtb cultivation, pDST, mycobacterial DNA extraction, and Mtb 
isolate spoligotyping for all investigated TB cases were conducted at 
the clinical laboratory of the Centre of Tuberculosis and Lung 
Diseases, while sputum smear microscopy was performed at the 
hospital, where each patient was admitted. Mtb cultivation and pDST 
for each patient were performed at the time of diagnosis, while Mtb 
DNA extraction and spoligotyping were carried out during source 
case investigation for pediatric TB patients and continued during the 
following contact tracing for each active TB patient potentially 
involved in one of these clusters.

Mycobacterial DNA samples were extracted from Mtb cultures 
grown on Lowenstein-Jensen (LJ) media according to the 
cetyltrimethylammonium bromide protocol (42). If the source case 
investigation indicated that past TB patients could be involved in one 
of the studied transmission chains, their Mtb isolates were regenerated 
from the laboratory’s culture bank. Afterward, spoligotyping was 
conducted using commercially available reagent kits (Isogen Life 
Science, Netherlands; later—Ocimum Biosolutions, India) based on 
the previously published protocol (43). Spoligotype SIT numbers were 
inferred using the SITVIT2 database (available at http://www.pasteur-
guadeloupe.fr:8081/SITVIT2/). Only epidemiologically linked TB 
patients with identical Mtb isolate spoligotype patterns were subjected 
to WGS and detailed transmission chain analysis. Analyzed TB cases 
in each cluster were arranged according to the specimen collection 
date in chronological order starting with the known index case.

Phenotypic drug resistance profiles of clustered patients’ Mtb 
isolates were compiled based on available pDST reports in hospital 
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medical records. The pDST was conducted using either Bactec 
Mycobacterial Growth Indicator Tube (MGIT) 960 system (Becton 
Dickinson, Heidelberg, Germany) or LJ media according to up-to-
date WHO guidelines, which were in effect at the time of test 
performance. Ofloxacin, moxifloxacin, and levofloxacin were analyzed 
as a single “fluoroquinolone” group.

Among isolates analyzed in this study, the critical concentrations 
for Bactec MGIT 960 system (liquid media) were 1 μg/mL (years 
2008–2019) and 2 μg/mL (years 2002–2004) for rifampicin, 0.1 μg/mL 
for isoniazid, 5 μg/mL (years 2008–2019) and 7.5 μg/mL (years 2002–
2004) for ethambutol, 100 μg/mL for pyrazinamide, 2 μg/mL (years 
2009–2017) for ofloxacin, 0.25 μg/mL (years 2009–2019), 0.5 μg/mL 
(year 2015), 1 μg/mL (year 2019), and 2 μg/mL (year 2015) for 
moxifloxacin, 1 μg/mL (year 2019), and 2 μg/mL (year 2015) for 
levofloxacin, 1 μg/mL (years 2008–2016) and 6 μg/mL (years 2002–
2004) for streptomycin, 1 μg/mL for amikacin (years 2009–2019), 
2.5 μg/mL (years 2009–2019) for capreomycin, 2.5 μg/mL (years 2015–
2019) for kanamycin, 1 μg/mL (year 2019) for bedaquiline, 1 μg/mL 
(year 2019) for clofazimine, 1 μg/mL (years 2015–2019) for linezolid, 
and 0.06 μg/mL (year 2019) for delamanid. The critical concentrations 
for LJ media were 40 μg/mL (years 2003–2017) for rifampicin, 0.2 μg/
mL (years 2004–2017) and 1 μg/mL (years 2003–2017) for isoniazid, 
2 μg/mL (years 2003–2017) for ethambutol, 4 μg/mL (years 2009–
2017) for ofloxacin, 4 μg/mL (years 2003–2013) for streptomycin, 
30 μg/mL (years 2009–2019) for amikacin, 40 μg/mL (years 2009–
2019) for capreomycin, 30 μg/mL (years 2003–2017) for kanamycin, 
40 μg/mL (years 2009–2017) for ethionamide, 1 μg/mL (years 2009–
2019) for para-aminosalicylic acid, and 30 μg/mL (years 2009–2019) 
for D-cycloserine.

For those Mtb isolates, when pDST was conducted by both 
methods, results acquired from testing on both solid and liquid media 
were compared and combined in the phenotypic drug resistance 
profile. If results were mismatched, and the Mtb isolate demonstrated 
resistance to any medication in only one of the performed tests, the 
isolate was considered resistant to this medication.

2.4 Whole genome sequencing, and 
bioinformatic data processing

Mycobacterial DNA samples were quantified using the Qubit 
dsDNA Broad Range Assay Kit and Qubit 3.0 Fluorometer (Invitrogen, 
Thermo Fisher Scientific, United States). 1 μg DNA input was used for 
the preparation of sequencing libraries. DNA samples were physically 
sheared down into 200 base pairs fragments with an S220 Focused-
ultrasonicator (Covaris, United  States), and single-end fragment 
libraries were prepared using the Ion Plus Fragment Library Kit (Ion 
Torrent, Thermo Fisher Scientific, United States) according to the 
manufacturer’s protocol. Before sequencing, DNA fragment libraries 
were quantified using the Qubit dsDNA High Sensitivity Assay Kit, 
while fragment length distribution was measured with the High 
Sensitivity DNA Kit and 2100 Bioanalyzer (Agilent Technologies, 
United  States). DNA libraries were sequenced on an Ion Proton 
System (Ion Torrent, Thermo Fisher Scientific, United States). Reads 
of a maximum of 200 base pairs were produced.

The bioinformatics pipeline applied for WGS data of studied Mtb 
isolates was described previously (40). Sequencing data analysis, 
including quality control and filtering, mapping to a reference 

sequence, and variant site calling was performed on the Galaxy web 
platform at https://usegalaxy.org public server (44). The sequence of 
the inferred Mtb complex’s most recent common ancestor combined 
with the annotation of the H37Rv sequence (Mtb ancestral genome; 
GenBank NC000962.3) shared previously was used as a reference 
sequence for WGS read mapping and phylogenetic analyses (45). 
We applied a threshold of 12 SNVs between Mtb isolates to confirm 
the involvement of each TB case in one of the studied clusters. To 
determine differing SNVs between clustered Mtb isolates, variant sites 
containing VCF files were merged using VCFcombine (v1.0.0), and all 
differences were checked manually using Integrative Genomics 
Viewer (IGV; v2.16.2). Heterozygous bases detected among differing 
SNVs between Mtb isolates within clusters were analyzed in this study, 
and the variant was considered homozygous if its allele frequency 
(AF) was ≥90%.

Sequence alignment files (BAM) generated by the snippy tool 
(v4.6.0) were used as TB-Profiler software inputs (v4.4.1) to determine 
Mtb sub-lineages and detect genetic variants in genes associated with 
Mtb drug resistance (46). Variants with AF ≥ 10% and a minimum 
coverage depth of four sequencing reads per base were called. The 
significance of all detected variants was assessed using the catalog of 
Mtb variants and their association with drug resistance developed by 
WHO (47). Variants of yet uncertain significance (grading group 3) 
were interpreted as resistance-associated if they had been previously 
detected in drug-resistant strains.

2.5 Phylogenetic analyses and delineation 
of transmission chains

Multiple sequence core alignments which included all identified 
SNV sites were created using the snippy-core tool (v4.6.0). The 
outgroup-rooted maximum likelihood phylogeny based on the core 
alignment of the whole dataset was estimated using IQ-TREE 2 
(v2.0.7) software with 1,000 ultrafast bootstrap replications and 
applying the ModelFinder algorithm for best-fit evolutionary model 
selection (48–50). For this analysis, heterozygous bases were encoded 
as “N” in the alignment, while in the case of identified two-strain 
coinfection (K3), sequences of both strains were recreated based on 
Mtb isolate SNV profiles of two other TB patients involved in this 
cluster and presented in generated phylogeny. The phylogenetic tree 
was annotated on the iTOL public server (v6.9; available at https://itol.
embl.de/) displaying bootstrap support of more than 83.5% on 
the branches.

Median-joining networks based on the core alignments of all 
Mtb isolates belonging to the same sub-lineage were constructed in 
PopART software (v1.7) (51). The Mtb ancestral genome served as 
a reference point for the examination of genetic change direction in 
the networks. Each network node represented TB episodes of one 
or more individuals infected with Mtb strains separated by no SNVs 
further referred to as “identical.” Network nodes were scaled 
according to the number of identical Mtb isolates, while numbers 
in brackets along network branches indicated the number of 
differing SNVs between nodes. The genetic distance between Mtb 
isolates was calculated following the shortest path in the median-
joining network.

In this study, we also attempted to determine the direction of TB 
infection transmission between clustered patients by simultaneously 
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analyzing SNV distances between acquired Mtb isolates, patients’ 
diagnoses, sputum smear microscopy results, time intervals between 
specimen collection dates within clusters considering the infection 
incubation period of at least 14 days and established epidemiological 
links between patients. For this purpose, we  also operated with 
network distances—the number of nodes traversed on the shortest 
path between two TB cases. Patients having extrapulmonary TB forms 
were considered non-contagious, while patients with positive sputum 
smear microscopy were considered more likely to transmit TB 
infection (52).

2.6 Data statistical analysis

All calculations and statistical analyses were performed in RStudio 
software (2023.12.1). A level of significance α = 0.05 was chosen for all 
performed tests. The average patient number per cluster and the 
average time between specimen collection from the first and last TB 
patients were reported for clusters belonging to the same sub-lineage. 
The distribution normality of patient age at the time of diagnosis, 
sequencing data quality score, and coverage depth were checked using 
three approaches: construction of both quantile diagram and boxplot 
and performing Shapiro–Wilk test; the median and interquartile range 
(IQR) were calculated for these data. The chi-square goodness of fit 
test with Bayes factor upper bound and effect size calculation was 
performed to assess the occurrence distribution of recently acquired 
SNV effects.

3 Results

3.1 Characteristics of patients with 
tuberculosis in this study

In total, 18 clusters (A-R) involving 115 TB patients were studied 
(Table 1). The number of patients per cluster varied from three to 17, 
and 10 patients experienced recurrent active TB episodes. From one 
patient Mtb isolate could not be  obtained, 13 Mtb isolates were 
excluded from the study based on the spoligotyping results, and two 
more Mtb isolates were not available at the time of WGS performance. 
Thereby, 109 Mtb isolates acquired from 100 TB patients nine of whom 
had recurrent TB episodes were subjected to WGS. Each isolate 
represented one active TB case.

Eighty of 109 sequenced Mtb isolates (73.4%) were obtained 
from 73 adult TB patients, and 29 isolates (26.6%)—from 29 
pediatric TB patients. Sixty-four adults and 27 children experienced 
a single TB episode: there were 40 males (62.5%) and 24 females 
(37.5%) among adult patients, and 11 males (40.7%) and 16 females 
(59.3%) among pediatric patients. In nine cases of TB recurrence, 
three male and four female patients were adults during both TB 
episodes, and two more male patients had their initial TB episode 
in adolescence. The median age at the time of diagnosis calculated 
per each TB episode was 33.5 years (IQR 26.75–43) for adult 
patients and 14 years (IQR 10–16) for pediatric patients. Pulmonary 
TB was the most common disease form in both adult and pediatric 
populations, including both episodes of all recurrent TB cases. In 

TABLE 1 Characteristics of the studied TB clusters.

Cluster Lineage Sub-
lineage

SIT 
(spoligotype 

family)

Drug 
resistance 

type

No. of 
epidemiologically 
linked TB patients 

(n  =  115)

No. of studied 
Mtb isolates 

with identical 
spoligotypes 

(n  =  109)

Years

A 4 4.3.3 (LAM) 42 (LAM9) S 17* 14 2005–2016

B Pre-XDR 4 3 2009

C 254 (LAM-RUS) S 5* 6 2010–2019

D S 9** 6 2004–2015

E S 12* 13 2008–2017

F S 5 5 2016–2017

G 4.1.2.1 

(Haarlem)

283 (H1) Hr 4* 5 2008–2015

H 50 (H3) Other 8** 10 2006–2016

I S 7 6 2010–2016

J 4.8 (mainly T) 53 (T1) S 4 3 2008–2015

K Hr/MDR 4 4 2011–2013

L S 3* 4 2014–2019

M 280 (T1-RUS2) S 3 3 2015

N 4.2.1 (Ural) 3340 (Ural-1) S 11 8 2002–2010

O S 3 3 2012–2013

P 2 2.2.1 (Beijing) 1 (Beijing) S 6* 7 2011–2014

Q Hr 6 6 2014–2016

R Hr 4 3 2013–2017

*One patient had a recurrent TB episode. **Two patients had a recurrent TB episode. S, sensitive; Hr, isoniazid-resistant; MDR, multidrug-resistant; Pre-XDR, pre-extensively drug-resistant.
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the adult population, there were 77 (77/80, 96.25%) pulmonary TB 
episodes, two (2/80, 2.5%) tuberculous pleurisy episodes, and one 
episode (1/80, 1.25%) of simultaneous pulmonary TB and 
peripheral tuberculous lymphadenitis. In the pediatric population, 
there were 25 (25/29, 86.2%) pulmonary TB episodes, two (2/29, 
6.9%) tuberculous pleurisy episodes, one (1/29, 3.4%) tuberculous 
meningitis episode, and one episode of simultaneous pulmonary TB 
and tuberculous pleurisy. Detailed information is included in 
Supplementary material S1.

In most cases, patients involved in the same cluster resided in the 
same city (clusters B, C, D, F, G, I, J, M, N, P, Q, and R) or parish 
(clusters A, K, and O), and in case of three clusters (E, H, and L) a 
larger geographical area was covered (Figure 1). Patients involved in 
six clusters (C, G, J, M, Q, and R) and some patients of cluster E lived 
in the capital of Latvia, Riga, which is a residential city for a third of the 
Latvian population (data from Central Statistical Bureau of Latvia, year 
2023). Investigated clusters mostly included only the child’s family 
members living either in the same (K and O) or different households 
(B, D, F, G, L, M, P, and R), while other clusters involved both child’s 
family and family friends (C and N), classmates (E, H, and I), school 
staff (E), neighbors (N and Q), and acquaintances (A and J). Therefore, 
close household and close nonhousehold contact types were the most 
prevalent among investigated clusters, and both contact types were 
determined between TB patients of 10 clusters (D, F, G, H, I, L, N, P, Q, 
and R). Patients of three clusters (C, K, and O) had close household 
contact, and patients of two clusters (B and M) had close nonhousehold 
contact. In two clusters (A and E), close household, close nonhousehold, 

and casual contact types were determined, and in one cluster (J), both 
close household and casual contact types were identified.

3.2 Genotyping, drug susceptibility testing, 
and maximum-likelihood phylogeny of the 
studied Mycobacterium tuberculosis 
isolates

For all sequenced Mtb DNA samples, the median base quality 
score was 25.9 (IQR 25.8–26.1), and the median reference genome 
coverage depth was 65.1 reads per base (IQR 43.3–77.3). All sequenced 
isolates were kept for further analysis.

WGS-based genotyping and spoligotyping results were 
concordant. However, spoligotyping demonstrated greater 
discriminatory power in this dataset as in most cases multiple 
spoligotypes representing the same TB-Profiler-assigned sub-lineage 
were identified among studied isolates. Mtb isolates of investigated 
clusters belonged to the Lineages 2 and 4 (Table 1). Sub-lineage 4.3.3, 
comprising SIT42 and SIT254 spoligotypes, was determined for Mtb 
isolates in six clusters (A-F). Other Lineage 4 sub-lineages were 4.1.2.1 
(SIT283 and SIT50), 4.8 (SIT53 and SIT280), and 4.2.1 (SIT3340) 
which were identified for Mtb isolates of three (G-I), four (J-M), and 
two (N and O) clusters, respectively. Lineage 2 was represented by 
sub-lineage 2.2.1 (SIT1) and it was determined for three clusters (P-R).

We compared phenotypic (Supplementary material S2) and 
WGS-based DST (Supplementary material S3) results to present the 

FIGURE 1

Geospatial distribution of studied tuberculosis clusters. The map displays geographical locations (i.e., cities, municipalities, or parishes in Latvia) 
representing the residence addresses of clustered patients, or other documented locations where physical contact occurred between these individuals 
and TB infection might be transmitted. Each dot on the map corresponds to one of these locations. The dots are annotated with symbols 
corresponding to each studied TB cluster (labeled A-R) and colored according to the determined sub-lineages of clusters’ Mtb isolates.
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most accurate drug resistance profiles of studied Mtb isolates. 
According to WGS, no resistance-associated variants were detected 
among Mtb isolates of 12 clusters (A, C, D, E, F, I, J, L, M, N, O, and P), 
and pDST data confirmed the drug susceptibility of these isolates. 
WGS data analysis results indicated the presence of resistance-
associated variants in Mtb isolates of clusters B, G, H, K, Q, and 
R. WGS-predicted drug resistance profiles among isolates belonging 
to the same cluster were identical, except for isolates of cluster K, that 
demonstrated two different drug-resistance profiles. In drug-resistant 
Mtb isolates, resistance-associated variants for rifampicin, isoniazid, 
ethambutol, pyrazinamide, fluoroquinolones, streptomycin, amikacin, 
capreomycin, kanamycin, ethionamide, and para-aminosalicylic acid 
were detected, and there were seven disagreements between phenotypic 
and WGS-based DST results (Figure  2). According to the WHO 
classification of drug-resistant TB (53, 54), Mtb isolates of clusters G, 
Q, and R were isoniazid-resistant (Hr), cluster B was pre-XDR, and the 
drug resistance type of cluster H was defined as “other” since Mtb 
isolates were only fluoroquinolone- and streptomycin-resistant. In 
cluster K, both Hr and MDR Mtb isolates were present.

The created maximum-likelihood phylogeny of the dataset 
(Figure 3) indicated that within the Beijing (SIT1), Ural (SIT3340), and 
LAM (SIT254 and SIT42) families Mtb isolates exhibit greater genetic 
relatedness than in other clades. Clusters E, D, and all but one isolates 
of cluster C (case C1.2) formed a monophyletic group; however, no 
common ancestors between any clusters could be identified.

3.3 Transmission chain analysis and 
recurrent tuberculosis cause determination

3.3.1 Sub-lineage 4.3.3
Almost half of the studied Mtb isolates belonged to the sub-lineage 

4.3.3, and it was identified for 47 isolates in six clusters (A-F). 
Seventeen Mtb isolates obtained from 14 pulmonary TB and two 
tuberculous pleurisy patients (cases A6 and A8) had SIT42 
corresponding pattern (clusters A and B), and 30 Mtb isolates obtained 
from 24 pulmonary TB patients, one tuberculous meningitis patient 
(case C2), one simultaneous pulmonary TB and peripheral 

FIGURE 2

Comparison of phenotypic and WGS-based drug susceptibility testing results of drug-resistant M. tuberculosis isolates. AMK, amikacin; BDQ, 
bedaquiline; CFZ, clofazimine; DCS, D-cycloserine; DLM, delamanid; DST, drug susceptibility testing; EMB, ethambutol; ETO, ethionamide; FQ, 
fluoroquinolones; INH, isoniazid; LZD, linezolid; N, drug susceptibility testing results are not available; PAS, para-aminosalicylic acid; pDST, phenotypic 
drug susceptibility testing; PZA, pyrazinamide; R, resistant; RIF, rifampicin; S, sensitive; STM, streptomycin.
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tuberculous lymphadenitis patient (case C5), and one simultaneous 
pulmonary TB and tuberculous pleurisy patient (case E7) belonged to 
SIT254 spoligotype (clusters C-F). Mtb isolates of all but one clusters 
were drug-susceptible, while isolates of cluster B were pre-XDR. The 
average cluster size was 7.2 patients (range 3–13), and the average time 
between specimen collection from the first and last cluster TB patients 
was 83.48 months (range 0.07–129.37). The genetic distance range 
between Mtb isolates belonging to two different SIT42 clusters was 
105–112 SNVs, between four different SIT254 clusters it was equal to 
9–99 SNVs, and between SIT42 and SIT254 Mtb isolates the distance 
range was 90–111 SNVs (Figure  4A). Within the clusters, SNV 
distances between Mtb isolates were 0–10 (A), 1–3 (B), 0–98 (C), 0–1 
(D), 0–11 (E), and 0–5 (F).

The network topology of cluster A revealed the possibility of 
unidentified TB cases belonging to this cluster, including the initial 
source of infection, as the cluster network split creating two branches 
with 7–10 SNV distance between Mtb isolate sub-groups. The star-like 
node pattern visualizing the first Mtb isolate sub-group suggested the 
presence of a super-spreader in the common node consisting of six 
identical Mtb isolates, however, no available epidemiological data 
could support it. Notably, the specimen of index case A1 was obtained 
52.43 months earlier than the case A2.1 specimen, which suggests a 

long latent TB infection period in at least one individual. Furthermore, 
a heterozygous base g.3471129C > G was called in A1 Mtb isolate with 
AF = 73%, and this variant was harbored by other isolates from this 
sub-group with AF = 100%, suggesting that A1 was the initial source 
of infection in this sub-group. One patient in this cluster experienced 
a recurrent TB episode (cases A2.1 and A2.2). Mtb isolates acquired 
from this patient were identical to isolates of four more patients, one 
of whom (case A9) was diagnosed with active TB approximately 9 
months earlier than case A2.2. Thus, reinfection is thought to be the 
cause of recurrence. Nine of the 11 TB patients in the first sub-group 
were only epidemiologically linked by occasionally using the same 
public transport, and two patients (cases A3 and A7) were family 
members. However, the network did not indicate the direct 
transmission event between cases A3 and A7.

The second sub-group of cluster A consisted of three family 
members (cases A4, A5, and A8), and a person who regularly used the 
same public transport (case A6). According to the median-joining 
network, case A4 was the source of infection for pediatric TB case A8, 
and not case A5 as was suggested during the epidemiological 
investigation. Notably, case A4 unlike case A5 had negative sputum 
smear microscopy, however, it was also a potential source of infection 
for case A6 as demonstrated by the network. Similarly, the network 

FIGURE 3

Maximum-likelihood phylogeny of the studied dataset. Hr, isoniazid-resistant; MDR, multidrug-resistant; Pre-XDR, pre-extensively drug-resistant; S, 
sensitive.
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FIGURE 4

Median-joining networks of studied tuberculosis clusters. Networks illustrate genetic distances between Mtb isolates obtained from clustered patients 
with active TB and belonging to sub-lineages (A) 4.3.3 (LAM; clusters A–F), (B) 4.1.2.1 (Haarlem; clusters G–I), (C) 4.8 (T; clusters J–M), (D) 4.2.1 (Ural; 
clusters N and O), and (E) 2.2.1 (Beijing; clusters P–R). Using the Mtb ancestral genome as a reference point, networks demonstrate the direction of 
genetic changes between isolates. Each network node represents TB episodes of one or more patients infected with identical Mtb strains (zero SNV 
distance). Symbol combinations (i.e., A1) within nodes, and for recurrent TB cases—next to nodes (i.e., A2.1 and A2.2), represent each active TB episode. 
Network nodes are scaled according to the number of identical Mtb isolates, while numbers in brackets along network branches indicate the number 
of differing SNVs between nodes.
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topology of cluster B confirmed that the sputum-smear-negative case 
B3 was the source of infection for both pediatric TB cases B1 and B2. 
Furthermore, all patients’ specimens were acquired within 2 days, but 
secondary cases B1 and B2 differed by 1–2 SNVs from the source 
case B3.

In cluster C, the network topology indicated that the source of 
infection causing at least three secondary cases C1.1, C3, and C4 
remained unidentified. Moreover, based on patients’ specimen 
acquisition dates we suspect long latent TB infection periods of at least 
20.37 and 64.5 months in cases C4 and C5, respectively. Notably, two 
heterozygous bases g.887618C > T and g.4169716C > T were detected 
in the index case C1.1 isolate with AF = 63% and AF = 56%, 
respectively. These variants were also found in C2 and C5 isolates with 
AF = 96.3–100%. This finding indicated that case C1.1 was the source 
of infection for case C5 and pediatric TB case C2. A large genetic 
distance (98 SNVs) reflected one patient’s reinfection event with a 
remotely related Mtb strain belonging to the same genotype (cases 
C1.1 and C1.2). It indicated that the source case of the second episode 
C1.2 was not included in this study. Therefore, case C1.2 can 
be excluded from the analysis since it is not involved in the studied 
transmission chain, and cluster isolates exhibit a small genetic distance 
range of 0–5 SNVs.

According to the cluster D median-joining network, the index 
case D1.1 was also the initial source case, whose specimen was 
obtained 123.27 months earlier than the case D2 specimen, therefore 
we suspect a long latent TB infection in at least this individual. The 
case D1.1 was separated from others by 1 SNV, however, it harbored 
two heterozygous bases g.2214615A > G and g.2360875C > A with 
AF = 46% and AF = 67%, respectively, while in other Mtb isolates these 
variants were detected with AF = 99–100%. Considering very limited 
Mtb isolate genetic variability and close epidemiological link between 
all involved individuals, the source of infection for the pediatric TB 
case D4 could not be  identified. In this cluster, the index case 
experienced TB recurrence (cases D1.1 and D1.2). As the Mtb isolate 
of the second episode was identical with four other patient isolates, 
one of whom was diagnosed approximately 5 months earlier than the 
case D1.2, reinfection is thought to be a cause of TB recurrence.

The network of cluster E split creating two branches and 
separating case E4 from others by 8–11 SNV-distance, suggesting that 
the initial source case was unidentified. Although this cluster involved 
individuals who came from different geographical areas (Figure 1) and 
TB infection was transmitted in multiple households, educational 
institution, and among casual contacts, Mtb isolates acquired very 
limited genetic variability. Mtb isolates of nine TB cases were identical, 
including the index case E1, whose specimen was acquired 
56.37 months earlier than E2, E3, and E4 specimens suggesting long 
periods of latent TB infection in multiple individuals. According to 
epidemiological data, case E1 was the potential source of infection for 
E2, E3, E4, and E5.1, and E3 transmitted TB infection further within 
the educational institution (cases E6, E7, E8, and E9). Unfortunately, 
a more detailed transmission chain could not be obtained based on 
WGS data due to tight specimen acquisition timeline between some 
patients and possible unidentified active TB cases belonging to this 
cluster, thus sources of infection for five pediatric TB patients (cases 
E2, E3, E4, E7, and E9) could not be precisely identified. One patient 
in this cluster experienced a recurrent TB episode (cases E5.1 and 
E5.2). Although recurrent TB isolates exhibited the difference of only 
1 SNV, reinfection is thought to be the cause of recurrence, as the first 

episode had identical Mtb genomes with eight other cases, and, based 
on the specimen collection dates and epidemiological data, at least one 
case (E10) could be the source of infection for the second episode.

Notably, a small genetic distance range of 9–16 SNVs was 
identified between Mtb isolates of clusters D, and E, and all but one 
isolates of cluster C. The periods of TB infection transmission within 
these clusters overlapped (Table  1), and although one of the 
documented cluster E geographical locations (Riga) matched the 
residence place of patients involved in cluster C, location of the cluster 
D was approximately 200 kilometers away. Nevertheless, considering 
the small genetic distances between Mtb isolates and hypothetical 
unidentified initial source cases, we suggest that closely related Mtb 
strains were transmitted within a wide geographical area in Latvia.

The network topology of cluster F revealed that multiple TB cases 
belonging to this cluster remained unidentified, as only two cases (F2 
and F3) were directly connected, and a path between all other TB 
cases included one negative network step overturning the possibility 
of direct transmission events. This cluster involved two pediatric TB 
patients (cases F1 and F3). Cases F2 and F3 had identical Mtb 
genomes, however, two heterozygous bases were called in F2 isolate: 
g.1868543C > T and g.4000852G > A were found with AF = 47% and 
AF = 48%, respectively, while in F3 these variants were detected with 
AF = 100%. This finding indicated the TB transmission from case F2 
to F3. It supported the epidemiological data suggesting that F2 was the 
potential source of infection for the pediatric TB case F3. In contrast, 
the source of infection for another pediatric TB case F1 could not 
be identified.

3.3.2 Sub-lineage 4.1.2.1
Among 21 Mtb isolates belonging to the sub-lineage 4.1.2.1, 16 

isolates acquired from 13 pulmonary TB patients and one tuberculous 
pleurisy patient (case H5) had SIT50 spoligotype corresponding 
pattern (clusters H and I), while SIT283 spoligotype was determined 
for five isolates obtained from four pulmonary TB patients (cluster G). 
Mtb isolates of cluster G were Hr, cluster H was fluoroquinolone- and 
streptomycin-resistant, and cluster I was drug-susceptible. The average 
cluster size was 6 patients (range 4–8), and the average time between 
specimen collection from the first and last cluster TB patients was 
94.65 months (range 75.63–121.13). The genetic distance range 
between Mtb isolates belonging to two different SIT50 clusters was 
208–215 SNVs, and between SIT50 and SIT283 Mtb isolates the 
distance range was 186–205 SNVs (Figure 4B). Mtb isolates within 
clusters were separated by 0–1 SNVs (G and I) and 0–6 SNVs (H).

The median-joining network of cluster G revealed, that Mtb 
isolate of the index case G1 harbored 1 differing SNV compared to the 
initial network node, which included TB cases G2, G3.1, and G3.2, 
whose specimens were acquired at least 16.07 months (case G2) later. 
Therefore, a latent infection period in at least one of these individuals, 
and possible unidentified active TB cases that could be  potential 
sources of infection for all individuals involved is suspected. According 
to the specimen acquisition timeline, cases G2 and G3.1 are potential 
sources of infection for pediatric TB case G4. Considering the positive 
sputum smear microscopy of case G3.1 and the tighter epidemiological 
link due to sharing the same household with case G4, we suggest that 
G3.1 was the source of infection, supporting the epidemiological 
investigation results. One patient in this cluster experienced recurrent 
TB episode (cases G3.1 and G3.2). Mtb isolates obtained from this 
patient were identical, and no potential source of infection for the 
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second episode could be identified based on the network topology, 
epidemiological data, and specimen acquisition timeline, therefore 
reactivation as a recurrent TB cause is plausible.

The network topology of cluster H corresponded to the specimen 
acquisition timeline, demonstrating the initial TB infection 
transmission within a household, and further spreading within an 
educational institution. This cluster involved four pediatric TB 
patients (cases H2.1, H3.1, H6, and H7), and two of them had 
recurrent TB episodes (cases H2.1, H2.2, H3.1, and H3.2). A 
heterozygous base g.819128C > T was detected in Mtb isolate of the 
case H2.1 with AF = 10%, while in H2.2, H3.2, H4, H5, H6, H7, and 
H8 isolates it was found with AF = 100%. Due to the very low AF of 
this variant in the H2.1 isolate, we hypothesize that index case and 
initial source case H1 was the source of infection for H2.1, and case 
H2.1 could be the source of infection for both H3.1 and H4. Moreover, 
the case H1 specimen was acquired 44.1 months earlier than the case 
H2.1 specimen, which indicated a long period of latent TB infection 
in this individual. The median-joining network, patients’ diagnoses, 
specimen acquisition timeline, and epidemiological data indicated, 
that case H2.2 was the most possible source of infection for both H3.2 
and identified contacts within an educational institution (cases H5, 
H6, and H7).

Although cases H2.1 and H2.2 were separated by only 1 SNV, the 
first episode had identical Mtb genomes with case H4, whose 
specimen was acquired 19.47 months earlier than the case H2.2 
specimen. In the second TB recurrence case, a 5 SNV distance was 
determined between H3.1 and H3.2 isolates, and the shortest path 
between the two nodes included a negative step followed by three 
positive steps. Thus, for both H2 and H3 cases, reinfection is thought 
to be a cause of TB recurrence.

The initial node of the cluster I median-joining network included 
cases I1, I2, and I4. Since only the index case I1 had positive sputum 
smear microscopy, we hypothesize that this TB patient was also the 
initial source case. The I1 case specimen was acquired 23.63 months 
earlier than the case I2 specimen, which indicated a long period of 
latent infection in at least one family member. There were two 
pediatric TB patients in this cluster (cases I3 and I6). Based on the 
small difference of 0.17 months between the acquisition of I2 and I3 
specimens, and the previously mentioned sputum smear microscopy 
results we  suggest that the index case I1 was also the source of 
infection for pediatric TB case I3, which supported the epidemiological 
data. A heterozygous base was detected in the Mtb isolate obtained 
from case I3: g.3872868G > T was found in I3 and I5 isolates with 
AF = 71% and AF = 100%, respectively. It indicated TB transmission 
from the adolescent (case I3) to the adult individual (case I5), which 
was also supported by positive sputum smear microscopy of case I3. 
Although pediatric TB case I6 was strongly epidemiologically linked 
only with case I3, the median-joining network revealed, that I3 could 
not be the source of infection as I6 was only directly connected with 
I3 family members I1, I2, and I4. Furthermore, a long latent TB 
infection period of at least 43.93 months is expected in case I6 based 
on the specimen acquisition timeline of this cluster.

3.3.3 Sub-lineage 4.8
Among 14 Mtb isolates belonging to the sub-lineage 4.8, SIT53 

spoligotype was determined for 11 isolates obtained from 10 patients 
(clusters J-L), and three isolates of three patients had SIT280 
corresponding pattern (cluster M). Three pulmonary TB patients were 

involved in each cluster, and the average time between specimen 
collection from the first and last cluster TB patients was 42.22 months 
(range 0.23–84.13). All but one clusters were drug-susceptible, while 
in the cluster K Mtb isolates of two drug resistance types were present: 
cases K2 and K4 were Hr, while K1 and K3 were MDR. The genetic 
distance range between Mtb isolates belonging to three different SIT53 
clusters was 110–377 SNVs, and between SIT53 and SIT280 Mtb 
isolates the distance range was 243–387 SNVs (Figure 4C). Within 
clusters, the SNV distances between Mtb isolates were 0–4 (J), 4–137 
(K), 1–7 (L), and 0–1 (M).

Median-joining network topology of the clusters J and K revealed 
that initial source cases of both clusters remained unidentified, as both 
networks split creating two branches. However, the cluster J network 
supported the epidemiological data, which put forward the index case 
J1 as the source of infection for pediatric TB case J2. Although case J3 
was defined as a contact of J1, the path between these cases included 
one negative and one positive step overturning the possibility of direct 
transmission events. Moreover, since the case J1 specimen was 
acquired 84.14 months earlier than the J3 specimen, a long period of 
latent infection in this individual is suspected, and multiple 
unidentified infectious TB cases belonging to this cluster are possible.

Based on the differing SNV analysis between cluster K isolates, 
we suspect that there were two unidentified initial source cases, which 
were infected with remotely related Mtb strains both belonging to the 
SIT53 spoligotype but having different drug resistance patterns (Hr 
and MDR). Notably, in the case of K3, the coinfection of both Mtb 
strains was detected, and the Hr Mtb strain was dominant 
(AF = 60–80%). Unfortunately, due to apparent unidentified active TB 
cases in this cluster, identification of the source of infection for the 
pediatric TB case K4 or transmission analysis of both Mtb strains 
could not be performed. Similarly, in cluster M, the exact source of 
infection for the pediatric TB case M1 could not be identified, as Mtb 
isolates of equally possible source cases M2 and M3 were identical, 
and patients’ specimens were acquired within a few days.

According to the cluster L median-joining network, the index case 
L1 was also the initial source of infection, whose specimen was 
obtained 23.47 months earlier than the case L2 specimen, suggesting 
a long latent TB infection period in this individual. As network nodes 
of cases L2.1 and L3 were directly linked and exhibited genetic 
distance of only 2 SNVs, we suggest that case L2.1 was the source of 
infection for pediatric TB case L3, which supported the 
epidemiological investigation results. One patient in this cluster had 
a recurrent TB episode (cases L2.1 and L2.2), and a heterozygous base 
was detected in Mtb isolate of the first episode: g.1940834C > T was 
found in L2.1 and L3 isolates with AF = 50% and AF = 100%, 
respectively. A 5 SNV distance including a heterozygous base was 
identified between L2.1 and L2.2 isolates, and the path between the 
two network nodes included a negative step followed by a positive 
step. However, the L2.1 Mtb isolate harbored an unfixed variant and 
no potential source of infection for the second episode could 
be identified due to the wide period between L1 and L2.2 specimen 
acquisition of 65.4 months. Thus, reactivation is a plausible recurrent 
TB cause in this case.

3.3.4 Sub-lineage 4.2.1
Sub-lineage 4.2.1 and SIT3340 spoligotype were determined for 

11 Mtb isolates (clusters N and O) obtained from 10 pulmonary TB 
patients and one tuberculous pleurisy patient (case N2). Clusters N 
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and O involved eight and three TB patients, respectively, and the time 
between specimen collection from the first and last cluster TB patients 
was 103.3 months in cluster N, and 9.27 months in cluster O. The SNV 
distance between Mtb isolates belonging to different clusters was only 
13–19 SNVs (Figure 4D), which indicated the Mtb strain relatedness. 
The first specimen of cluster O was acquired 22.33 months later than 
the last specimen of cluster N. As the residence places of the patients 
involved in these clusters lay within approximately 40-kilometer 
distance, we hypothesize that all TB cases could be caused by closely 
related Mtb strains, that were transmitted within this geographical 
area. Mtb isolates within clusters were separated by 0–7 SNVs (N) and 
2–3 SNVs (O).

The median-joining network topology revealed the possibility of 
unidentified TB cases belonging to both clusters: the cluster N 
network split creating two branches and separating the index case N1 
from others by 2–7 SNV distance, while all paths connecting cluster 
O cases included one negative network step overturning the possibility 
of direct transmission events between patients. Therefore, the source 
of TB infection for the pediatric TB case O2 could not be determined.

Notably, the evolutionary direction of SNV accumulation among 
cluster N Mtb isolates did not follow the specimen acquisition 
timeline. The case N3 specimen was obtained 90.31 months earlier 
than the case N8 specimen, however, the N3 isolate harbored 2 
differing SNVs. Similarly, the case N2 specimen was obtained 14.71 
and 16.64 months earlier than N5 and N6 specimens, respectively, but 
had 2 acquired SNVs. Finally, specimens of the cases N5 and N6 were 
obtained 21.1 and 19.27 months earlier than the case N7 specimen, 
respectively, but both N5 and N6 isolates had 1 differing 
SNV. Therefore, we suspect long latent TB infection periods in cases 
N5, N6, N7, and N8 as well as more unidentified active TB cases 
belonging to this cluster, that could be potential sources of infection 
for all individuals involved. There were two pediatric TB patients in 
this cluster (cases N2 and N8), and unfortunately, the potential sources 
of infection could not be  determined due to previously 
discussed obstacles.

Heterozygous bases were called in Mtb isolates obtained from the 
cases N4 and N5: g.2244562A > C was detected in N4 and N5 isolates 
with AF = 42% and AF = 22%, respectively, while in N2 and N6 isolates 
this variant was found with AF = 100%. This finding indicated the 
transmission of TB infection from the case N5 to N6. Furthermore, in 
N4 isolate g.3139187G > T was detected with AF = 26%, and this 
variant connected case N4 with N3 and N8, which harbored this 
variant with AF = 100%. Two heterozygous bases in the N4 Mtb isolate 
highlighted the possibility of two source cases. However, since the case 
N4 specimen was acquired 10.27 and 12.2 months earlier than the N5 
and N6 specimens, respectively, and there were unidentified active TB 
cases belonging to this cluster as discussed previously, neither source 
of infection could be identified for the case N4 based on available data.

3.3.5 Sub-lineage 2.2.1
Sixteen Mtb isolates obtained from 15 pulmonary TB patients 

belonged to the sub-lineage 2.2.1 and SIT1 spoligotype (clusters P-R). 
Mtb isolates of the clusters Q and R were Hr and cluster P was drug-
susceptible. The average cluster size was 5 patients (range 3–6), while 
the average time between specimen collection from the first and last 
cluster TB patients was 37.39 months (range 27.1–52.83). The genetic 
distance range between Mtb isolates belonging to different clusters was 
109–119 SNVs (Figure 4E). Within the clusters, SNV distances between 

Mtb isolates were 0–3 (P), 1–5 (Q), and zero (R). All Mtb isolates of 
cluster R were identical, which interfered with the establishment of the 
transmission chain and infection source identification for pediatric TB 
case R3. However, since the index case R1 specimen was obtained 
52.8 months earlier than the R2 and R3 specimens, a long period of 
latent TB infection is suspected in at least one of these individuals.

The initial node of the cluster P median-joining network included 
the index case P1, pediatric TB case P3, and cases P4.1 and P5, whose 
specimens were obtained within 20.14 months, and who lived in two 
different households. Among these TB cases, only P1 had positive 
sputum smear microscopy, therefore we suspect that the index case P1 
was also the initial source of infection for the family members, 
including pediatric TB case P3, according to the specimen acquisition 
timeline. One patient in this cluster experienced TB recurrence (cases 
P4.1 and P4.2). Although recurrent TB isolates exhibited a small 
difference of 2 SNVs, the network nodes of two episodes were 
connected via an intermediate node representing case P6. Since cases 
P4 and P6 shared the same household and case P6 had positive sputum 
smear microscopy, reinfection is thought to be a cause of TB recurrence.

The network topology of cluster Q revealed the possibility of 
unidentified TB cases belonging to this cluster, including the initial 
source of infection, as the cluster network split creating two branches. 
The index case Q1 specimen was acquired 24.87 months earlier than 
the case Q2 specimen; however, Q1 isolate harbored 2 differing SNVs. 
Thus, we hypothesize that cases Q2 and Q4 had long latent TB infection 
periods. According to the epidemiological data, case Q2 was defined 
as a potential source of infection for pediatric TB case Q3, while the 
median-joining network revealed that case Q4 transmitted TB 
infection to Q3. Notably, in the Mtb isolate of case Q6 two heterozygous 
bases were called: g.534971C > A and g.2033223C > T were detected 
with AF = 22% and AF = 77%, respectively. Both variants were 
identified with AF = 100% in other Mtb isolates: the first variant was 
harbored by Mtb isolates of the cases Q3 and Q4, while the second 
variant was found in Q1, Q2, and Q5 isolates. This finding suggests that 
case Q6 acquired TB infection from two sources (cases Q2 and Q4).

3.4 Analysis of recently accumulated SNVs

In total, 120 differing SNVs were detected between Mtb isolates 
separated by a maximum of 19 SNVs (Supplementary material S4): 
92.5% (111/120) variants were identified in the protein-coding genes, 
and 7.5% (9/120) were located in the intergenic regions. No SNV 
accumulation pattern could be identified in this Mtb sample collection 
as most variants occurred randomly in different positions across the 
whole Mtb genome. Only in three cases did two variants accumulate 
in the same genomic loci: p.Ser248Asn and p.Val196Ala in the locus 
Rv0021c were detected in Mtb isolates of the cases Q1 (SIT1) and C4 
(SIT254), respectively; p.Leu1306Val and p.Asp172Tyr in the locus 
Rv0107c (ctpl gene) were harbored by isolates of the cases F4 (SIT254) 
and B2 (SIT42), respectively; p.Gly35Ser in the locus Rv0189c (ilvD 
gene) was detected in J1 and J2 (SIT53) isolates, and synonymous 
variant g.221163G > T in the codon Val187 was found in case O1 Mtb 
isolates. No recently acquired variants were associated with drug 
resistance development.

Among recently acquired SNVs, missense variants were the most 
prevalent (61.3%, 68/111), followed by synonymous (36.9%, 41/111) 
and stop variants (1.8%, 2/111). The SNV effect occurrence 
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distribution significantly differed from the predicted distribution [χ2
(2, 

111) = 59.51, df = 2, p < 0.001]. Standardized residuals indicated that stop 
mutations (standardized residual <−7) were significantly less common 
than expected, while missense variants occurred more frequently 
(standardized residuals>6). The observations provided greater support 
for the uneven distribution of accumulated SNV effects (H1) than for 
the assumption that effects occur with equal frequency (H0). Cohen’s 
W value of 0.73 implied a large effect magnitude, which indicated a 
partial matching of the results with the SNV functional effect 
distribution in the population.

4 Discussion

This study comprised TB transmission chain delineation of 18 
clusters that involved 100 active TB patients and recurrent TB cause 
determination for nine of these patients. Contact tracing along with 
Mtb isolate spoligotyping aimed at identifying all active TB patients 
countrywide that could belong to these clusters continued for 17 years. 
The wide time frame of epidemiological surveillance allowed the 
thorough investigation of disease transmission in mixed adult and 
pediatric populations, determination of long latent TB infection 
periods, and description of genetic distances between numerous Mtb 
isolates belonging to different genotypes using the WGS approach. 
Nonetheless, only specific clusters involving culture-confirmed 
pediatric TB cases were presented in this study, and the analyzed 
dataset could not be considered representative of the total Mtb bacilli 
population circulating in Latvia.

The sex ratio imbalance in the studied adult group corresponded 
to the global and European TB incidence (1, 55) as there were more 
male than female patients. Furthermore, the median age of adult TB 
patients and IQR matched the European Centre for Disease Prevention 
and Control data, claiming that individuals from 25 to 44 years old are 
more often diagnosed with TB. In the pediatric population, the risk of 
progression from primary Mtb infection to active TB disease varies 
depending on the patient’s age. The median pediatric TB patient age 
in this study was 14 years, and adolescents are considered a high-risk 
group as 10–20% of these patients develop active TB, while the lifetime 
risk is defined as 5–10% for immunocompetent adult individuals and 
adult-type cavitary disease is common in this population (56–58). 
Furthermore, children are at higher risk of getting infected with Mtb 
after household exposure rather than community exposure (59, 60), 
which is also reflected in our study. Among 29 pediatric TB cases, 
family members of 24 children living in either the same or different 
households were involved in the same TB cluster.

Previously conducted spoligotyping emphasized the wide Mtb 
genotype variability among studied TB clusters. Moreover, Mtb 
isolates of 13 individuals initially clustered with other TB patients 
based on the established epidemiological links were withdrawn from 
the study as they belonged to different spoligotypes than the clustered 
Mtb isolates. It reflected the scale of distinct Mtb genotypes’ 
distribution within limited geographical areas in Latvia. Herein, 
we  also applied WGS-based strain genotyping to complement 
spoligotyping results. According to the SITVIT2 database (61) and 
recently conducted epidemiological TB studies (38–40), all five 
sub-lineages and eight spoligotypes in our study had been reported 
previously in Latvia, while drug-resistant strains belonged to the 
spoligotypes frequently associated with drug resistance (i.e., SIT1, 

SIT42, SIT50, SIT53, and SIT283). Spoligotypes belonging to Beijing 
(SIT1), LAM (SIT42 and SIT254), and T (SIT53) families were the 
most abundant in the previous studies, thus such cluster detection is 
not unusual.

Although the Beijing genotype has been tightly associated with 
increased transmissibility and unfavorable treatment outcomes (62, 
63), in this study, it was determined only for three clusters involving a 
maximum of six epidemiologically closely linked TB patients per 
cluster, whereas Mtb isolates of the two largest clusters of 12 and 13 TB 
patients, which included both family members and community 
contacts, belonged to the LAM genotype. Furthermore, five of seven 
patients who experienced extrapulmonary TB had been infected with 
LAM Mtb strains. Mtb isolates belonging to the LAM family had been 
acquired from extrapulmonary TB patients before, however, this Mtb 
genotype was not predominant in studied populations (64, 65). On the 
contrary, each studied TB cluster of the T genotype involved only 
three patients, while isolates of three clusters belonged to spoligotypes 
that are not as widespread in Latvia (i.e., SIT3340 (two clusters) and 
SIT280). Further detailed studies on differences in virulence, TB 
disease severity, transmissibility, as well as microbial tissue tropism 
between Mtb genotypes are needed to complement existing knowledge 
and improve TB monitoring strategies.

Mtb strain genetic variability was assessed not only within TB 
clusters but also between all Mtb isolates belonging to the same 
sub-lineage by creating median-joining networks based on WGS data. 
The genetic distances between Mtb isolates of sub-lineages 2.2.1 and 
4.3.3 were highly similar (reached 119 and 112 SNVs, respectively); 
however, all TB clusters of the sub-lineage 2.2.1 were located in Riga 
or Riga region, but sub-lineage 4.3.3 clusters occurred countrywide. 
On the other hand, clusters belonging to the sub-lineages 4.1.2.1 and 
4.8 also covered a wide geographical area, and the genetic distances 
between Mtb isolates were significantly greater (reached 215 and 387 
SNVs, respectively). This data suggests greater genetic relatedness of 
isolates within the sub-lineage 4.3.3 than sub-lineages 4.1.2.1 and 
4.8  in Latvia which supports the results of previously performed 
phylogenetic analysis (40). Notably, small genetic distances of a 
maximum of 16 and 19 SNVs were detected between Mtb isolates of 
three sub-lineage 4.3.3 clusters and two sub-lineage 4.2.1 clusters, 
respectively. As Mtb strains belonging to the sub-lineage 4.2.1 were 
transmitted within approximately a 40-kilometer area, sub-lineage 
4.3.3 Mtb strains were spread within approximately a 400-kilometer 
area, including the capital Riga. This finding highlights the 
transmission of closely related Mtb strains in a low-moderate-TB-
incidence country within geographical areas of variable size, and the 
necessity of countrywide TB cluster identification to assess the 
transmission patterns and Mtb strain genetic diversity thoroughly.

Construction of TB cluster median-joining networks and differing 
SNV analysis between Mtb isolates using acquired WGS data 
significantly complemented previously conducted epidemiological 
investigation and spoligotyping results. Except for two cases, when 
patients involved in the genotype-matched TB cluster got infected 
with remotely related Mtb strains as indicated by WGS results, the 
maximum genetic distance within clusters varied between 5 and 11 
SNVs, which corresponds to the commonly applied 12 SNV-threshold 
for epidemiologically relevant transmission cluster identification, 
which was also used in this study. Furthermore, none of the directly 
connected TB cases in the network exhibited a distance of more than 
4 SNVs, when 5 SNV-distance is a widely accepted threshold for 
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inferring recent transmission events between TB patients (19, 20, 27, 
28, 66). Among 120 detected differing SNVs between closely related 
Mtb isolates, no drug-resistance-associated variants were detected, 
which indicated that no resistance-triggering factors were present in 
this study.

However, several drawbacks of applying the SNV distance 
threshold have been reported previously. Firstly, these thresholds were 
mostly determined in low-incidence settings and could not always 
be applied for TB transmission analysis in high-burden areas with 
highly clonal Mtb strain populations when a small SNV distance 
between TB patients’ isolates does not necessarily indicate their 
involvement in the same transmission chain (20, 21, 67). Secondly, the 
enhanced intra-patient Mtb microevolution might affect the genetic 
distances between isolates exceeding the proposed thresholds (68), 
while the long periods of latent TB infection might cause significant 
delays in the precise delineation of transmission chains (69). Thirdly, 
although the application of SNV distance thresholds provided valuable 
insights into TB transmission dynamics in different settings and 
helped to rule out those cases when TB transmission was unlikely (19, 
70), the direction and timing of specific person-to-person 
transmission events mostly remained unclear (71, 72). Several 
computational tools have been developed to infer individual 
transmission events by combining pathogen genomic data with 
underlying epidemiological models which have been applied to Mtb 
WGS data in multiple TB transmission studies (67, 72–78). 
Nonetheless, generated transmission trees still should be interpreted 
critically by considering available clinical (diagnosis, specimen 
collection date, sputum smear microscopy results) and epidemiological 
(geospatial analysis and contact tracing) data regarding studied 
clusters (74, 75). Therefore, at this point, the development of a 
comprehensive algorithm allowing to precisely delineate TB 
transmission chains is still essential.

Low mycobacterial mutation rate previously defined as 0.3–0.5 
SNVs/genome/year in several transmission studies (19, 67, 79) can 
vary depending on multiple mycobacteria- (strain genotype and drug 
resistance), host- and therapy-related factors (patient adherence and 
treatment regimen) (25, 79, 80). Indeed, most of the studied Mtb 
isolates demonstrated low genetic variability with the presence of 
identical isolates in 13 clusters, which limited the precision of 
complete transmission chain delineating. Furthermore, in cases of 
some identical Mtb isolates, patients’ specimens were collected within 
a few days, complicating the performed analysis even more. Some of 
these cases were solved by including heterozygous bases in the 
differing SNV analysis. Heterozygous variants reflect an incomplete 
SNV accumulation, which could potentially indicate the transmission 
direction within a cluster (81). In this study, 11 heterozygous bases 
were detected in Mtb isolates with AF = 10–73%. In four cases (clusters 
F, I, H, and N), it helped to identify the putative direct transmission 
events between patients, and in three cases (clusters A, C, and D), 
heterozygous bases were harbored by the cluster index cases, 
indicating that these patients also were initial source cases. Moreover, 
in three isolates the presence of multiple heterogenous bases indicated, 
that the patient got infected either with two remotely related Mtb 
strains (case K3) or from two other TB patients involved in the same 
cluster (cases N4 and Q7). As, according to the patients’ specimen 
acquisition dates, heterozygous bases were detected in Mtb isolates 
that were obtained earlier than isolates harboring the same variant 
with homozygous frequency, the heterozygous base identification step 

improved the discriminative power of the median-joining 
network analysis.

As the main objective of epidemiological investigation and 
conventional genotyping was defining the source of TB infection 
for pediatric patients, we assessed if WGS data could support the 
initial assumptions. During this analysis, we  also considered 
patients’ diagnoses, sputum smear microscopy results, and 
specimen acquisition dates. Unfortunately, sources of infection 
could be  precisely determined only for 11 of 29 pediatric TB 
patients either supporting the epidemiological data (cases B1, B2, 
C2, F3, H2.1, H3.1, J2, L3, and P3) or defining a different source 
case (cases A8 and Q3). In other cases, previously mentioned low 
Mtb genetic variability (cases D4, E2, E3, E4, E7, E9, G4, H6, H7, 
I3, I6, M1, and R3) interfered with precise source case 
determination, while unidentified active TB cases belonging to the 
cluster (cases F1, K4, and O2) and accumulated SNVs occurring 
inversely to specimen acquisition timeline (cases N2 and N8) made 
source case detection based on WGS data impossible. The latter-
mentioned finding also interfered with transmission chain 
delineation in clusters G, N, and Q, as Mtb isolates which were 
acquired earlier in the study period (cases G1, N2, N3, N4, N5, N6, 
and Q1) harbored additional SNVs in comparison with directly 
connected isolates obtained 16.07–55.87 months later, indicating 
long periods of latent TB infection in those patients. In nine other 
clusters (A, C, D, E, H, I, J, L, and R), putative latent TB infection 
periods of up to 123.27 months were identified in several patients, 
and their isolates acquired limited genetic distance of 0–1 SNV 
compared to possible sources of infection. Currently, available data 
on mycobacterial mutation rate during the latency period are 
controversial: some studies report, that Mtb accumulates new 
variants at a similar rate while being dormant (82, 83), and other 
studies imply that mutagenesis during latent infection is 
significantly slower than in the active state (84, 85). Therefore, 
we hypothesize that our data could indicate either a slower mutation 
rate of dormant mycobacteria or a faster rate during Mtb strain 
transmission between individuals; however, the mycobacterial 
mutation rate in both dormant and active states should 
be studied further.

Finally, we also determined the causes of recurrent TB episodes 
for nine patients, who were involved in studied clusters. The 
construction of median-joining networks including all known 
epidemiologically linked and genotype-matched TB cases along with 
analysis of available clinical, epidemiological, and geospatial data 
allowed more precise TB recurrence cause prediction in several 
recently conducted studies (32–34). These approaches significantly 
complement the commonly applied distinguishing algorithm based on 
SNV-distance identification between Mtb isolates that represent each 
active episode of recurrent TB patient allowing the determination of 
reinfection with clonal or closely related Mtb strain. Herein, excluding 
the apparent reinfection case in cluster C with 97 SNV distance 
between TB episodes, Mtb isolates obtained from the first and second 
episodes of eight patients were separated by a maximum of 5 SNVs. 
Based on the genetic distance thresholds of 5–12 SNVs proposed in 
several studies (23–25, 29, 30), these cases would be  classified as 
endogenous reactivations. However, only in two cases (clusters G and 
L) no potential sources of infection for the second episode could 
be identified based on the available epidemiological and geographical 
data, specimen acquisition timeline of the cluster, as well as network 
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distances and topology. In the remaining six cases at least one potential 
source of infection for recurrent TB patients could be identified within 
the cluster, therefore reinfection was a more reliable recurrence cause.

In our previous study (40), we  distinguished endogenous 
reactivation from exogenous reinfection by detecting differing SNVs 
between Mtb isolates acquired from the first and second TB episodes, 
and only those cases, when the first isolate harbored zero differing 
SNVs, were classified as “possible reactivation.” Nevertheless, in this 
study, only one of six recurrent TB patients, who according to our 
investigation results experienced reinfection with closely related Mtb 
strain, harbored 1 differing SNV in the Mtb isolate of the first 
episode. Thus, the identification of differing SNVs between recurrent 
TB patient isolates cannot replace the complex approach applied in 
this study, and WGS data analysis of all epidemiologically linked 
patients’ Mtb isolates is required for more accurate recurrence 
cause determination.

To summarize, WGS-data-based median-joining networks of 
studied TB clusters significantly complemented epidemiological 
investigation and Mtb strain spoligotyping results, when analyzed 
considering relevant clinical data such as patients’ diagnoses, sputum 
smear microscopy results, and specimen acquisition date. Overall, this 
comprehensive approach allowed the evaluation of the known index 
case as the initial source case and enabled the identification of putative 
infection sources for patients of interest, herein—pediatric TB 
patients. Moreover, it facilitated a more precise determination of 
recurrent TB episode causes when the genetic distance between Mtb 
isolates was ≤5 SNVs. Unidentified active TB cases belonging to the 
cluster, variable Mtb mutation rate in active and dormant states, tight 
specimen collection date timeline of genetically identical Mtb isolates, 
and low Mtb genetic variability interfered with transmission chain 
delineation in this study, while the inclusion of heterozygous SNVs in 
differing variant analysis between cluster Mtb isolates assisted in the 
identification of direct transmission events. In our opinion, the 
applied cluster investigation approach could be implemented as a part 
of a local TB surveillance program if WGS of all acquired Mtb isolates 
is routinely performed. However, it would require substantial 
resources to conduct such an investigation countrywide even in a 
low-burden setting.
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